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Abstract 
We consider infinitary logic with only two variable symbols, both with and without counting 
quantifiers, i.e. L* := L&, and C2 := L~,(3’m),E,. The main result is that finite relational 
structures admit PTIME canonization with respect o L2 and C2: there are polynomial time com- 
putable fimctors mapping finite relational structures to unique representatives of their equivalence 
class with respect o indistinguishability in either of these logics. In fact we exhibit PTIME in- 
verses to the natural PTIME invariants that characterize structures up to L2- or ?-equivalence, 
respectively. As a corollary we obtain recursive presentations of the classes of all PTIME boolean 
queries that are closed with respect o L*- or C2-equivalence. 
AMS class$ication codes: 03C13, 03D15, 68Q15, 68Q25 
Keywords: Finite model theory; Canonization; Descriptive complexity 
1. Introduction 
We give some basic definitions, an introduction to the problem, as well as a rough 
statement of the main results and an overview of the entire paper. 
Definition 1.1. We write Lk := Lk,, for the infinitary variant of first-order logic that 
allows conjunctions and disjunctions over arbitrary sets of formulae, with the restriction 
that only k different variable symbols occur in each formula (bound or free). Let L” 
be the union of the Lk, consisting of those formulae of infinitary logic that involve 
finite numbers of variables. 
Counting quantifiers, i.e. quantifications of the type El>“’ asserting the existence of at 
least m elements possessing some property, are of course first-order definable. However, 
with only k variable symbols, no counting quantifier 3>“’ for IPI > k is expressible. 
Hence the following extensions are natural. 
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Definition 1.2. Ck := Lk,,(33m),E, is the extension obtained from Lk if instead 
of the ordinary existential quantifier 3 all counting quantifiers 3>” are permitted, 
with restrictions on the variable symbols as for L k. Cw stands for the corresponding 
union lJk Ck. 
In the case of Lk or Ck the restrictions to finite formulae corresponding to the 
first-order fragments of these logics, will be described as finitary Lk or jnitary Ck, 
respectively. 
The importance of these logics in finite model theory can be attributed to the fact 
that the most prominent extensions of first-order logic for the purposes of modelling 
recursion on finite structures, the extensions by various fixed-point operators, all are 
sublogics of Lo. See [23] for more on the role of the Lk and [24] on their relation 
with fixed-point logics. 
Similarly C” comprises all the expressive power to model the further extensions of 
these fixed-point logics that incorporate counting in the natural manner, cf. [13, 281. 
These containments are particularly useful in proofs of non-expressibility, since the 
expressive power of the logics Lk and Ck can be analyzed very effectively through 
Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse style games. These will concern us in some detail in the following 
sections. 
Let us write -Lo and +k for the associated notions of equivalence: ‘% =Lk 2I’ if 
9I and ‘9I’ are indistinguishable in the logic Lk, i.e. if they satisfy exactly the same 
sentences of Lk; similarly for cCk and Ck. 
Definition 1.3. We say that Ck admits PTIME canonization if, for each finite relational 
type r, there is a PTIME functor H sending each finite z-structure ‘9I to a finite r-structure 
H(‘2I) over some standard universe (0,. . . , n - 1 }, n 2 1, such that 
v‘9I : H(2l) =c~ ‘9I, 
t/q w : III qk 2I’ + H(a) = H(‘2I’). 
Similarly, Lk admits PTIME canonization if there exists a functor K with analogous 
properties with respect to Lk. 
Thus canonization functors K and H pick unique representatives from each class with 
respect to =Lh or -ci. Similar notions of canonization can be considered with respect 
to any other equivalence relation for finite structures. The standard example in fact is 
that of canonization up to isomorphism, which we shall refer to as normalization. 
Normalization as such is of interest in descriptive complexity, and in finite model 
theory in general, because it addresses one of the central problems in the study of 
algorithms on structures. Any standard model of computation, like the Turing machine 
model, really deals with representations of input structures as ordered strings. That a 
Turing machine recognizes a class of finite structures, therefore, implicitly requires this 
machine to produce an answer independent of the choice of representation: whenever 
there are two different admissible representations of one and the same structure (or 
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indeed of two isomorphic structures) then obviously the algorithm must either accept 
or reject both of them. 
This is no problem at all with linearly ordered structures, since these admit canonical 
representations as strings. E.g. we can first identify (in a unique way!) the linearly 
ordered universe with the standard universe (0,. . . , n- 1) of the appropriate size n with 
its natural order. This convention in fact constitutes a trivial normalization procedure for 
ordered structures. On the basis of this standard representative of an input structure, all 
structural information is encoded in a binary string associated with some fixed order in 
which we enumerate the instantiations of the relevant atoms over this standard universe 
_ like the canonical encoding of a graph with standard universe (0,. . . , n - l} through 
its n x n adjacency matrix. 
Therefore the class of all PTIME recognizable classes of finite linearly ordered struc- 
tures is recursively enumerable in a straightforward manner. It is represented by the 
class of all polynomially clocked Turing machines taking these canonical representa- 
tions as inputs. But much more is known, of course. By the well-known theorem due 
to Immerman [20] and Vardi [32] this class coincides with the class of all fixed-point 
definable classes; i.e. there is a natural logic for PTIME over ordered structures, in the 
sense of descriptive complexity. 
It is customary in this area of finite model theory to apply the term boolean query 
to algorithms satisfying the invariance condition with respect to representations, or to 
the classes of finite structures recognized by them. Logically, a boolean query is an 
isomotphism-closed class of finite structures - or simply a class of finite structures, 
since in logic one rarely considers structures more closely than up to isomorphism and 
closure under isomotphisms usually goes without saying. 
It is one of the major open problems in this area, whether the class of all PTIME 
queries is recursively enumerable (more precisely: whether it admits a recursively enu- 
merable system of representatives through PTIME algorithms). In a suitable formalization 
of the issue, cf. [16], it turns out that recursive enumerability of the PTIME recogniz- 
able classes in this sense is equivalent with the existence of a logic for PTIME. The 
connection between the existence of efficient canonization or normalization procedures 
for finite structures and a recursive presentation for the class of all PTIME queries is al- 
ready pointed out by Chandra and Hare1 in their fundamental paper [8]. The following 
is indeed obvious along the lines of the argument sketched above for the ordered case. 
Suppose there were a PTIME normalization algorithm for finite structures (or equiva- 
lently, just for finite graphs). Then the class of all PTIME queries would be recursively 
presentable through the set of all polynomially clocked PTIME algorithms as applied to 
the result of the given PTIME normalization procedure. 
Whether the class of all finite graphs admits PTIME normalization (PTIME canoniza- 
tion up to isomorphism) is open. It is clear that graph normalization must be at least 
as hard as the graph isomorphism problem. The latter is not known to be in PTIME. 
It can be shown that graph normalization is in the second level of the polynomial 
hierarchy, in A, p’ in fact, using a variant of the subgraph isomorphism problem for an 
oracle [27]. 
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Since canonization functors as considered above provide unique representatives up 
to Lk- or Ck-equivalence rather than up to isomorphism, it is not surprising that these 
functors have to do with the following fragments of PTIME. 
Definition 1.4. Let PTIME n Ck and PTIME n Lk stand for the classes of those PTIME 
boolean queries ’ that are closed with respect to Ck- or Lk-equivalence, respectively. 
Note that closure of a class of finite structures with respect to Ck- or Lk-equivalence 
is equivalent with definability of that class in Ck or Lk. The proof is straightfor- 
ward on the grounds that these logics are closed under negations and with respect 
to infinitary disjunctions and conjunctions. These closure properties imply that the 
Ck- or Lk-theory of any finite z-structure ‘3 is isolated by a single sentence qa (of 
Ck or Lk, respectively). If Q is a class of finite z-structures which is closed under 
Ck- or Lk-equivalence, then 
vides a definition of Q. 
PTIME canonization for Lk 
or Ck-fragments of PTIME. 
a disjunction over rpz for representatives of ‘?I E Q pro- 
or Ck bears the following relation with capturing the Lk- 
Theorem 1.1. Let Ck and Lk admit PTIME canonization through H and K. Then 
PTIME n Ck z PTIME(H) 
PTIME n Lk E PTIME(K). 
On the right-hand sides, PTIME(H) and PTIME(K) stand for the class of all PTIME 
algorithms applied to images under H or K, respectively. Since here PTIME once more 
is representable by the class of all polynomially clocked Turing machines, the right- 
hand classes of queries are recursively enumerable. 
The present paper gives proof that indeed at least for k = 2 there are such canoniza- 
tions H and K, so that we find that the C2- and L2-fragments of PTIME are recursively 
enumerable and admit a normal form of the kind indicated in Theorem 1.1. 
We do get a little more than that even, owing to the manner in which these can- 
onizations are obtained. Through the work of Abiteboul and Vianu [2] Lk is known 
to possess concise invariants that characterize structures up to eLk. These are PTIME 
functors Zk mapping finite z-structures to linearly ordered structures of suitable type, 
such that for any two finite z-structures ‘8 and 2l’, 
Ik(%) = Zk(2l’) @ 2I =LI 2l’. 
Furthermore, fixed-point queries exactly correspond to the PTIME properties of the 
images under the Zk. We refer to A. Dawar’s dissertation [9] and [lo] for the logical 
interpretation and the connection with Lk. For Ck analogous invariants Ii are introduced 
’ For expository purposes we deal with boolean queries in the entire presentation. It should be stressed, 
however, that canonical modifications allow to extend all results to r-ary queries, where r<k for obvious 
reasons. A detailed treatment in this extended setting is presented in [27]. 
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and applied to the analysis of fixed-point logic with counting in [13, 281. In either case, 
the invariants can be pictured as ordered quotients of the k-th power of ‘?I with respect 
to equality of Lk- or Ck-types. 
Comparing the properties of the invariants with the requirements of Definition 1.3, 
we see that one way to realize canonization is to provide ‘inverses’ to the invariants, 
in the sense of providing PTIME 2 functors F and G such that for all finite ‘E 
F(I#l)) =c~ ‘u, G(Zk(21)) EVA ‘?I. 
With such inverses, it follows that H := F o I! and K := G o Ik are PTIME canon- 
izations according to Definition 1.3. Our main result in fact provides such inverses for 
k=2. 
Main theorem. The ranges of the invariants 1: and I2 are PTIME recognizable, and 
there are PTIME constructions yielding 
(i) for any 3 in the range of 1& a z-structure ‘$I such that Z,@l) = 3, 
(ii) for any 3 in the range of 12, a z-structure ti such that r2(‘%) = 3. 
Corollary. C2 and L2 admit PTIME canonization. 
Corollary. PTIME n L2, the class of all PTIME boolean queries that are also L2-definable, 
and PT~ME n C2, the class of all PTIME boolean queries that are also C2-dejinable, are 
recursively enumerable and admit the following presentations: 
PTIME f’ C2 3 PTIME($), 
PTIME fl L2 - PTIME(Z~). 
These normal forms indicate that in restriction to C2- and L2-definable queries, Tur- 
ing computations can make only very limited computational use of the ordering they 
get in their input representation. Consider a query Q in PTIME n L2. On the one hand 
there is a PTIME Turing machine that accepts exactly the ordered representations of 
structures in Q; on the other hand Q is L2-definable, which in itself does not have any 
relevance for complexity matters. The combination of these two conditions, however, 
forces the existence of a PTIME algorithm recognizing {Z2(‘X) ) 2I E Q}. In a sense, that 
will become apparent from the precise definition of the invariants, this latter algorithm 
uses no more linear order than is L2-definably available in the input structures! 
We point out that both the canonization problem and the related inversion problem 
for the invariants were outlined as open problems for Lk in Dawar’s dissertation [9]. 
The problem of finding a structure 2l that fits a given value of the invariants, as well 
as the associated decision problem for the ranges of Is and 12, will be reduced to the 
purely combinatorial problem of constructing certain colourings of square grids; hence 
’ We shall see that in the inversion problem for Ik with k > 2, PTIME computability in the usual sense 
has to be replaced by a weaker notion, because possibly Ik(%) is much smaller than ‘u. The appropriate 
modification is given in Definition 3.1. 
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‘puzzles on the square’. The flavour of these puzzles is exemplified by the following, 
which I recommend for a try with paper and pencil (a solution can be found as an 
example in the sequel): 
Colour the 6 x 6 square with 6 colours in such a way that one of the diagonals 
is monochromatic, the entire colouring is mirror symmetric with respect to this 
diagonal, and in each row and each column, each colour occurs exactly once. 
As we have indicated above, the corresponding issues of finding PTIME canonizations 
for Lk or Ck, or of inverting the invariants Zk or 16, perfectly well make sense for 
the general case of arbitrary k. The specialization to k = 2 in the crucial sections of 
this paper first of all reflects the fact that this is the only case we can cope with 
combinatorially. There are, however, indications that the two-variable case really plays 
a special role on logical grounds. 
L* is known to be very special in that the satisfiability problem for finitary L2- 
sentences over relational languages is decidable [3 1, 251. For a new proof of Mortimer’s 
result see [12, 61. In fact, Mortimer shows in [25] that first-order logic with only two 
variables has the finite model property: any satisfiable finitary sentence of L* has a finite 
model [25]. Neither of these facts remains true for more than 2 variables. Obviously, 3 
variables suffice to axiomatize linear orderings without endpoints. Similarly 3 variables 
(and in fact also several weak extensions of first-order logic with two variables, see 
[14]) allow to axiomatize rectangular grid graphs which form the basis for a reduction 
of the domino problem to the satisfiability problem for finitary L3. 
That finitary C2 also is decidable for satisfiability, although it does not have the 
finite model property (see below), is shown in [ 151. 
Note, however, that even L* is sufficiently expressive to define non-trivial - and 
even non-recursive - classes of finite structures. This has been observed in [18]; we 
give an example based on Poizat’s [30], Exercise 1: there is for every n > 1 a finitary 
sentence xn in L* that characterizes linear orderings of length n. 
The basis for this axiomatization is formed by formulae cp&), such that qi[a] asserts 
that there is no sequence of points al < al_ I < . < al < a0 = a of length 1 > i. For 
i=O one simply takes cpo(x) = Gly(y < x). If Cpi( x is as required, let vi(y) be the ) 
result of exchanging x and y throughout vi(x), and put Cpi+i = Vy (y < x --t vi(y)). 
Let now 
& = VxVy(x = y vx < y v y < x) A Vxq,_,(x). 
Finally put xi = $1 and xn = & A 11+$-i for 12 > 1. 
Now the models of $, exactly are the linear orderings with at most n elements. 
That these satisfy & is obvious. Conversely, observe that for all i, ‘sxqi(x) implies the 
following: 
(1) VXl(X < x), 
(2) VXV’y-$X < y A y < x), 
(3) vxvyvz(x < y A y < z + (TX = z A 7Z < x)). 
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This is because any < -loop or <-cycle immediately yields arbitrarily long descending 
< -sequences. Thus each $,, implies that < is a linear ordering: it is it-reflexive by (1); 
antisymmetric by (2); connex by the first conjunct in tin; and transitive by (3) together 
with the first conjunct in $,,. Clearly a linear ordering with more than n elements does 
not satisfy Kx’xcp,,-i(x). Therefore the & and xn are as desired. 
For any set U of positive natural numbers, the disjunction VnEU xn defines the class 
of those linear orderings whose length is in U. Therefore L2 defines arbitrarily complex 
queries. 
A straightforward extension of the given argument shows that for instance any class 
of linearly ordered graphs is definable in L *. This is because over linearly ordered 
domains, the vi(x) can also be used to define the individual elements: for n > 1, a is 
the n-th element in the ordering (A, <) if it satisfies (~~-1 A 1qn-2. This may directly 
be used to characterize up to isomorphism any linearly ordered finite structure in a 
relational vocabulary with arities no greater than 2. 
Observation 1.1. Let z contain a symbol < for a linear ordering and otherwise 
consist of relations whose arities are at most two. Then any class of jinite linearly 
ordered z-structures is definable in L2. 
While L2 might still be regarded as rather trivial, the situation is different for C2. It 
is not difficult to see that a first-order sentence using 2 variables together with just the 
counting quantifiers 3”’ and jG ’ suffices to axiomatize classes of necessarily infinite 
models. E.g. take the sentence that asserts of a binary relation R that it is the graph 
of an injective but non-surjective function. Finally, the expressive power of C2 goes 
far beyond that of L* also in the finite. For instance the stable colouring of graphs is 
C2-definable by results of Immerman and Lander [22] (see Theorem 2.1 below). By 
results of Babai et al. [3] (compare Theorem 2.2) this implies that almost all finite 
graphs are characterized even up to isomorphism by their C2-theory. 
Here is an overview over the organization of the paper. 
In the following section we shall review some technical preliminaries, in particular, 
the Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sst style game characterizations for Lk- and Ck-equivalence, and 
the introduction of the invariants Ik and 1:. In this connection we also review the colour 
refinement technique and look at the stable colouring of graphs as an example for the 
expressive power of C2. Section 3 states the problem of inverting the invariants and 
its connection with canonization in some greater detail. Specializing to k = 2, we then 
introduce game tableaux in Section 4 to obtain an abstract combinatorial reformulation 
of the inversion problem for Zi and I 2: the realizations of game tableaux, Section 4.1. 
The more technical parts in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 isolate necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for realizability of game tableaux. In proving sufficiency we informally develop 
PTIME algorithms that yield realizations of game tableaux and thereby provide inverses 
for the invariants. We first treat the case of C2 in Section 4.2, then - largely through 
specialization - obtain analogous results for L2 in Section 4.3. Section 5 gives a very 
short summary of results, a discussion of the relation of our present work for L2 with 
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Mortimer’s results concerning the finite model property of the first-order fragment of 
L2. Section 5 also contains some remarks concerning the difficulties in the case of 
arbitrary k and the role of the three-variable case as exhibited in [27, 291. 
2. Colour refinement, games and invariants 
The main concern of this section is a review of the Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sse style charac- 
terization of -c~ and -Lt by the associated pebble games. An analysis of these games 
allows to introduce the invariants Ii and Ik using the ideas of colour refinement and 
stable colouring. Since this also provides an important illustration of the expressive 
power of C2, we begin with an outline of the stable colouring of graphs. 
For technical purposes we want to use the terminology of pre-orderings, hence the 
following definition. 
Definition 2.1. A pre-ordering < is a binary relation that is transitive, reflexive and 
connex: Vxyz(x < y A y <z --+ x % z), Vx(x $x) and V~y(x =G y V y $x). 
We write + for the associated strict pre-ordering: 
and N for the associated equivalence relation: 
N should be seen as associated with the discriminating power of <. The pre-ordering 
4 itself may be thought of as a linear ordering of the quotient with respect to N. 
2.1. Colour rejnement and the stable colouring of graphs 
Let (V,E) be a graph. A colouring of (Y, E) with finitely many colours 1,. . . , r is a 
function c: V + {l,..., r}. We regard the set of colours as ordered, and can therefore 
equivalently formalize this colouring as a pre-ordering on V : 01 < v2 :+-+ c(v~)<c(v~). 
The associated N is the relation of having the same colour. A refinement of c is 
induced by the following mapping: 
u H (c(v), 1 {IV 1 Euw A c(w) = l}\, . . . , \{w / Evw A c(w) = r)I), 
which adds to the information about the present colour of the vertex itself the infor- 
mation about numbers of direct neighbours in each colour. Ordering these new colours 
lexicographically with dominating first component (former colour), and enumerating 
the new colours as 1 , . . . , Y’ accordingly, we obtain a colouring c’: V + { 1,. . . , r’}. 
c’ is the coiour rejinement of c. It is a refinement in the sense that for the associated 
strict pre-orderings + and 4’ we have: i C 4’. In other words, the discriminating 
power of the colouring is enhanced in the passage from c to c’. 
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If ( V,E) is finite, repeated colour refinement must terminate in a stationary colouring 
after at most IV1 steps. The limit colouring obtained in this way from the trivial 
monochromatic colouring (corresponding to -+ = 0) is called the stable colouring of 
the graph. At the level of the associated strict pre-orderings, the stable colouring is the 
least fixed point of the monotone operator (on strict pre-orderings) corresponding to 
the single colour refinement step sending + to -4. 
For definability in C2, it is sufficient to show that each level 4; in this fixed-point 
process is definable by some C2-formula Cp;(x, y). Then the limit of the sequence 
0 =+ C -XI C.. . is defined by 
Suppose that (p;(x, y) defines +;. Let as usual Cp;(y,x) be the result of exchanging all 
occurrences of x and y in cp; (x, y). Then for each j > 1 there is a formula $;,Jx) in C2 
which defines the j-th equivalence class with respect to -; in the sense of the ordering 
+;. Inductively, first generate formulae x;,j(x) defining the union of the first j classes: 
x;,o(x) := lx =X defines the empty set, and x;,!(x) := 13yCp;(y,X) defines the +;- 
least Nj-class. Inductively, let x~,J+~(x) := Vy(pi(y,x) --+ xi,j(y)). Finally, IG;:,j(x) := 
x;,j(x) A l;;,j-i(X) is as desired. 
Definability of the 4; is established by an induction with respect to i. cpo(x,y) := 
1 x =x defines +O = 8. For the single refinement step the crucial property, that gives 
rise to the lexicographic ordering of the new colours, is the following: 
there is some t, such that x and y have exactly the same numbers of neighbours 
in each colour 1 , . . . , t - 1, but y has more neighbours of colour t. 
This can be expressed as follows, using the formulae $;,j to define the vertices of 
colour ,j: 
v 
( 
j!r I f”lExu A +i,jC”)) I = Ku I EY” A &,j(u)I I 
) ’ ‘2’ Al{u lIh A h,t<u>}l < l{u l E_w A Icli,t(U)}l
In this formula the cardinality equalities and inequalities must be dissolved into infinite 
disjunctions according to the following pattern: 
I-c4X(X~U)~l < I{4x(Y~~)>l . 9 1s e uivalent with V 3’“~ x(x, y) A 3:“~ x(y,x). 
i?Z<lI 
Note that the quantifiers 7” are definable from the Slam without introducing new 
variables. We have thus proved the first part of the following theorem from [22]. 
Theorem 2.1 (Immerman and Lander [22]). (i) The stable colouring ofjnite graphs 
is C2-dejinable: there is a C2-formula n(x, y) defining on all jinite graphs the pre- 
ordering + associated with the stable colouring. 
(ii) Two vertices receive the same colour in the stable colouring of a Jinite graph if 
and only if they satisfy exactly the same formulae of C2, i.e. the equivalence relation 
w associated with the stable colouring is indistinguishability of vertices in C2. 
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The second statement already connects the colour refinement technique with classi- 
fication up to equivalence in Ck; for both Ck and Lk this connection is carried further 
in the construction of the invariants for Ck and Lk, that we shall review in Section 2.3. 
The following result from [3] was further used in [4] to obtain a graph normalization 
algorithm in average linear time. The ‘almost all’ statement of the theorem is to say 
that the proportion of graphs of size n satisfying the statement tends to 1 as n tends 
to infinity. 
Theorem 2.2 (Babai, Erdos and Selkow [3]). For almost all finite graphs the stable 
colouring gives diflerent colours to any two distinct vertices. In other words, almost 
all finite graphs are in fact linearly ordered by the pre-ordering 4 associated with 
the stable colouring. It follows that almost all finite graphs are characterized up to 
isomorphism by their C2-theories. 
Regarding the technical treatment of the colour refinement reviewed above notice 
that a completely analogous procedure applies if the single edge relation E is re- 
placed by any finite number of edge relations El,. . . , Ek. The refinement step is sim- 
ply adapted so as to account for all numbers of neighbours for each kind of edge 
individually. It is in this extended form that the colour refinement technique will 
serve as a tool in the game analysis and in the generation of the invariants in the 
following. 
2.2. The games for Ck and Lk 
In this section we review the appropriate variants of the Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sse game 
for Lk and Ck. For Ck these are the counting k-pebble games introduced by Immerman 
and Lander in [22]. The ordinary k-pebble games for Lk go back (in the equivalent 
but different formulation in terms of back-and-forth systems) to Barwise [5], and in 
their game formulation are also due to Immerman [19], see also [30]. We shall here 
treat the Lk-games as specializations of the Ck-games. 
Note: All vocabularies are finite and purely relational throughout this paper. 
Definition 2.2. We use the following terminology for types. Let 2I be a structure, Z 
a finite tuple from A. atp&i), the atomic type of ?i in 2I, is the set of all atomic or 
negated atomic formulae satisfied by si in 2I. We shall write atp for the finite set of 
all atomic types in a specified number of variables and fixed relational vocabulary. 
tp$ (5) and tp$(Z) denote th e c asses 1 of all formulae in Ck or Lk that Z satisfies in 
‘$I; here we assume that the length of ?i is at most k. These are referred to as the Ck- 
or Lk-types of Z in 2I, respectively. 
As usual the notation =ci and =Lk is extended to apply not only to structures, but 
also to tuples over these: (‘8, Z) +k (?I’, Z’) is shorthand for the equality tp$(il) = 
tp$(Z’), similarly for Lk. 
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The @-game is played by two players I and II on two structures ‘3 and 2I’ of 
the same fixed relational type. There are k pebbles associated with each of the two 
structures, 
Pl>.‘.,Pk for ‘3, 
I 
p,,...,p; for 2I’. 
In any position in the game, the pebbles ~1,. . . , pk are positioned on elements al, . . . , ak 
of the universe A of 2l, and similarly pi, . . . , p; on elements a;,. . . , a; of the universe 
A’ of ‘%I’. Putting Z := (al,. ..,ak) and 5’ := (a;,. ..,a;) this position is denoted by 
@:,a; %‘,a’). 
A typical move in the game, in position (%,a; 2I’,Z’), consists of the following four 
steps which lead to the relocation of a pair of corresponding pebbles over the respective 
universes: 
(i) I chooses one of the structures, say ‘3, a pair of corresponding pebbles (pj, p,!) 
and a non-empty subset of the universe of the chosen structure, here B CA. 
(ii) II has to designate a subset of the same size in the opposite structure, here 
B’ c A’, IB’I = IBI. 
(iii) I places the pebble pj on an element b’ within B’. 
(iv) II places the corresponding pebble pj on some b in B. 
The resulting position is (2l, 5:; 2l’, a’$ ). We write a! for the tuple si with b substituted 
for the jth component. The game may continue as long as player II can maintain the 
following condition: 
(W) The mapping associating the pebbled elements in Iu with those in ‘%!I’ must 
be a partial isomorphism, i.e. atp&)=atpst,(a’) for the current positions 5 
and E’. 
I wins the game as soon as II violates this condition. 
Intuitively, player I tries to spot a difference in the game positions and strives to 
force II into some position in which this difference is apparent at the atomic level. In 
the single move I challenges II through the statement hat in one of the structures there 
are a certain number of replacements of a particular component in the current position 
of a certain kind. If II cannot produce the same numbers of replacements of respective 
kinds over the other structure, then, in the second phase of the move, I may force II 
into a resulting position violating this notion of ‘kind’. It turns out that ‘kind’ really 
is Ck-type, whence the game is adequate for Ck in the sense of the next theorem. 
We say that player II has a winning strategy in the game if, for any choice of moves 
for I, II can maintain the partial isomorphism condition (W) indefinitely. 
Theorem 2.3 (Immerman and Lander [22]). Player II has a winning strategy in the 
game starting from (lu, a; 2I’, 8) if and only if z over ‘?I and si’ over ‘9X’ cannot be 
distinguished in Ck, i.e. if and only if 
tp$(a)=tp$@‘). 
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Here is a review of the argument leading to the theorem: 
Proof (sketch). First assume that (2I,Z) -ck (‘%‘,Z’). Then II has a strategy to maintain 
this indistinguishability as follows. As there are at most IAk I+ IA’k 1 many different types 
over 2I or (u’, any of these types can be distinguished from all the others by means 
of some Ck-formula. It therefore follows from the assumption (2l,Ti) -ck @I’, 5’) that 
exactly the same types are realized over ‘8 and M’. Let these types be enumerated 
as ~1,. . . , a~, with associated @-formulae xi,. . , XN that single them out over 2X and 
‘2I’. Therefore, for each cli and each j, the number ]{b E A 1 tp$ (ii!) = Mi}) = 1 {b E 
A / ‘i!I k xi[Zg]}l is d t e ermined by tp$ (5). The same holds of (‘?I’, a’), whence 
(‘8,Z) sck (%‘,a’) also implies that for all cli and all j, the corresponding numbers 
must be equal for (3, Z) and @I’, a’): 
Suppose I chooses to play in the j-th component and proposes B c A as a challenge. 
By the above equality, II can choose B’ c A’ such that for all Cli: 
l{b~B I tp$(Sif)=Mi}i=I{b’EB’ I tp$(SE’f)=ai)/, 
from which it follows that, no matter which b’ E B’ I chooses, II can make sure to 
answer with some b E B such that the resulting tuples 27: and i?‘$ again realize the 
same types so that zck is maintained. 
Secondly, suppose that not (‘%,iT) 3ck @I’, a’). This means that there is a formula cp 
in Ck such that ‘9I b cp[Z] but ‘?I k -cp[zi’]. Let [ be the quantifier rank of cp; < > 0 
unless I has won already. We prove that I can in one move force a position in which 
the new tuples can be distinguished by a formula of quantifier rank [ < 5. This suffices 
to give I a strategy since by repeated application of such moves the quantifier rank of 
the distinguishing formula must reach 0 in finitely many steps - a win for I. Assume 
w.1.o.g. that cp is of the form 32mx&x) (other cases reduce to this one through the 
symmetry of the claim and through replacing 9 by one of its boolean constituents if 
necessary). If I chooses pebble pair j and proposes B := {b E A I 2I + $[sif]} of 
cardinality at least m, then II cannot help but including at least one element b’ in the 
response B’ such that ‘?I’ b -I,@‘$] simply because by assumption on cp there are 
less than m examples available over (‘%‘,a’). I need only choose such a b’ from B’ to 
force a resulting position in which $ of quantifier rank less than 5 distinguishes the 
two tuples. 0 
Remark. Usually the game is introduced in order to characterize +i for structures 
rather than for k-tuples over these. This is achieved through the following modification. 
Let the first exchange of moves, starting from the naked structures ‘3 and ‘9I’, be played 
as follows: I places one of the sets of k pebbles on elements of the corresponding 
structures, II places the other set in the other structure; then the game continues as 
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above. That this is an appropriate modification follows from the observation that ‘2I fCk 
2I’ if and only if 2I and 9I’ realize exactly the same @-types. 
In the following we shall concentrate on finite structures even though some of the 
arguments may be adapted to the infinite case. The goal of our present considera- 
tions, however, is to give a concise finitary description of finite structures up to Ck- 
equivalence. To this end let us look at finite approximations of the infinite Ck-game 
and introduce corresponding equivalence relations N; for the classification of game 
positions: 
(Q&Z) -i (2l’,Z’) iff 
II has a strategy for at least i moves 
in the game on (‘3, a; %I’, 2). 
The following are easily checked: 
(i) -i is an equivalence relation. 
(ii) -0 is equality of atomic types. 
(iii) wi+i is a refinement of Ni. 
Lemma 2.1. Sqpse that Ni=Ni+l for all positions over two jixed structures ‘2I and 
‘%I’, i.e. that W~EA\JZ’EA’: 
(%,a) Ni (%‘,a’) * (‘%,a) Ni+i (2I’,Z’). 
Then, W~EAVZ’EA’: 
The reason is that the agreement between -i and -i+i immediately gives II a strat- 
egy to maintain wi-equivalence of positions: wi+ 1 -equivalence guarantees the existence 
of a response to the first player’s first move which leads to -i-equivalence. This strat- 
egy is obviously good for the infinite game. 
Lemma 2.2. If ‘% and 2l’ are finite, then there is some i < \Ak x Atkl for which 
wi = -i+l for all positions over 9I and (21’. 
This is a consequence of monotonicity: Nj > wj+i for all j. In restriction to Ak x Alk 
this implies termination of the successive refinements as desired. 
Let us now specialize to Lk. The appropriate game for Lk is obtained with a simpli- 
fied rule for the moves leaving out the intermediate choices of sets. Player I chooses 
a pebble in one of the structures and relocates it to some element of that structure, 
II has to respond by relocating the corresponding pebble over the other structure. The 
winning conditions remain the same. It is readily proved that with this Lk-game we 
get the following. 
Theorem 2.4 (Barwise [5] and Immerman [19]). Player II has a winning strategy in 
the Lk-game on (%, Z; %‘, z’) if and only if tpg (z) = tp$ (2). 
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2.3. The invariants 
The analysis of the games gives rise to invariants that give very concise abstractions 
of the complete Lk- or Ck-theory of finite relational structures. In fact the invariants 
correspond to quotients with respect to Ck- or Lk-equivalence of k-tuples, respectively. 
The fundamental concept of such invariants was put forward in the work of Abiteboul 
and Vianu [2], where objects essentially equivalent with our Lk-invariants were intro- 
duced in the framework of relational computation and put to great use in understanding 
fixed-point and partial fixed-point logic. In the present logical framework they were 
formulated for Lk in [9] and introduced for Ck in [13, 281. 
As above we first treat Ck, then specialize to Lk. We now use the game to an- 
alyze a single finite structure. Fixing 2I we regard -i as an equivalence relation 
- --I on Ak. In slightly improper notation let us take if -i a’, for a,a both from A, to 
mean (%,a) -i (‘%,a’). Looking at the rules for a single move in the game, it is 
seen that the individual refinement step leading from wi to Ni+i is governed by the 
following: 
Z Ni+i 5’ iff ZNiZ’,and 
for all 1 d j < k and for all Ni-classes cx l Ak/ Ni: 
I{bgA / sip l ci}j = l{b’~A 15’5 ~a}]. 
Together with the initial stage 
a NO a’ iff atp&) = atp&‘) 
this provides a uniform inductive definition of the -i that is very similar to those 
that occurred with the colour refinement technique studied in the last section. Let us 
therefore introduce a fixed linear ordering on the finite set atp of all atomic types 
in variables xi,. . . ,xk over the given relational vocabulary. We thus transform the 
initial colouring of Ak by atomic types into a global pre-ordering $0 with associated 
equivalence relation -a over the kth power of the universe. We can apply the colour 
refinement step as follows. 
The classes of wit now linearly ordered through <i or the associated strict 4i, 
serve as given colours; instead of the single edge relation in the graph we use 
the k many reachability relations for tuples in the game: ZlEjFi2 if zil and 52 
difSer at most in the j-th component. Then the resulting new colours correspond 
to the Ni+l- classes, as desired. 
The resulting stable colouring on the kth power of the universe provides a globally 
defined pre-ordering whose associated equivalence relation is equality of Ck-types. In 
other words, we obtain a linearly ordered representation of Ak/ +k. This ordered 
quotient forms the backbone of the desired invariants which we shall now define. 
Let < and 4 stand for this pre-ordering with respect to C”-types on the kth power of 
the universe, N for the associated equivalence relation, which is equality of Ck-types. 
It is obvious from the way in which it has been obtained that + is PTIME computable, 
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in fact it is definable in the extension of fixed-point logic with the Rescher quantifier 
(cardinality comparison quantifier), see [28]. We endow the ordered quotient (Ak/w, 4) 
with additional structure so that the entire Ck-theory of ‘3 can be retrieved. The extra 
data to be incorporated are: 
1. Atomic types: For each atomic type 6 E atp a unary predicate PO is introduced 
containing exactly those c( E Ak/ N, for which 5 E CI =S atp&i) = 6. 
2. Reachability: For each j, 1 6 j < k, a binary predicate Ej is introduced containing 
exactly those pairs (al, a~) from Ak/ N for which 5~ c11 + 3b si$ E CIZ. 
3. Symmetries: For each o in the symmetric group Sk a unary function F, is intro- 
duced which maps c( to the equivalence class of a(a), for a E ~1. 
4. Multiplicities: For each j, 1 < j < k, a weight function Vj from AkJw to natural 
numbers is introduced, which sends CI to [{b E A 1 sip E x)1, for SUE c(. 
It is readily checked that the given definitions are sound, i.e. that they are independent 
of choices of representatives 5~ a where such choices occur, so that the F, and Vj are 
well-defined functions. But also in (1) and (2), the defining conditions are uniformly 
satisfied for all 5 from the respective class, or for none. 
There is of course some redundancy in these data. In the presence of the F, it suffices 
for instance to encode just one of the relations Ej and one of the multiplicities vj. For 
example, Vj = Vk o Fcj,k), where (j, k) is the transposition exchanging j and k. 
Definition 2.3. Let for each k and each fixed finite relational signature 2, the Ck- 
invariant Z$ be the functor which sends a finite z-structure ‘?I to the weighted linearly 
ordered structure 
@W = (Ak/-, ~,E,(F,),,sn,(PobEatp; v>, 
where atp stands for the finite set of atomic z-types in k variables, the PO and F, are 
interpreted as above, E is the above &, and v the weight function vk from above. 
The relational part of I@) with linearly ordered universe Ak/w can in a canonical 
way be encoded over the ordered standard universe of size IAl if k-tuples (in an initial 
segment with respect to the lexicographic ordering) are used to represent the elements 
of Ak/-. The weight function v takes values in { 1,. . , IAI} so that also for this function 
there is a canonical relational encoding over the ordered standard universe of size IAl. 
It is useful to standardize the values under Zi in this fashion and to regard IAl as the 
size of I:(‘%). The choice of IAl for the size is a matter of convention since sizes of 
relational encodings are determined only up to polynomial transformations. What goes 
beyond mere convention is the fact that, because of the attached weights v, a relational 
encoding of I$(%) is polynomially coupled in its size to the size of 2I and not to the 
size of the quotient Ak/-. 
Remark 2.1. Formally we identify I$%) with some canonical relational encoding of 
the ordered weighted structure I$(%) over the ordered standard universe { 1,. . . , IAI} 
and regard IAl as the size of Z@I). 
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Observe that Z$ is PTIME computable. 
Theorem 2.5. Ii(%) fully determines the Ck-theory of ‘8. In other words, I: classifies 
jnite relational structures exactly up to +: 
z#q = Z$H’) ifs 9l EC” a’. 
Proof (sketch). Inductively we show that for each element a of the invariant we 
can determine the Ck-type tp(cr) that it represents. The atomic part of ~$8) is directly 
encoded through the PO. Suppose now that for some cp E Ck we have already determined 
the set @ := {LX 1 qEtp(a)}. Then 33”Xk(pEU if and only if 
c v(cI’) > m. 
(o[,CO)EE,~‘E@ 
If the counting quantifier is not applied to the kth variable, a suitable permutation is 
used to reduce it to this case. 0 
The invariants related to Lk are introduced in complete analogy with the above. The 
finite approximations wi can be introduced for positions with respect to the Lk-game in 
exactly the same way as above, and the reader is invited to check that the analogues 
of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 hold. The colour refinement techniques can be applied to grasp 
the refinement step from -i to -i+i with the following essential difference. No longer 
is it important to consider the number of neighbours of certain kind; only the one 
bit information whether or not there are any neighbours of that kind is recorded in 
the new colours. These new colours, with boolean entries for all but the first com- 
ponent, can be ordered lexicographically just as before. The resulting stable colouring 
gives rise to a pre-ordering whose equivalence relation is equality of Lk-types. Passing 
to the corresponding invariants, Ik, we retain the same additional data on the quo- 
tient with the exception of the numerical information that was encoded by the weight 
function. 
Definition 2.4. Let for each k and each fixed finite relational signature r, the Lk- 
invariant Ik be the functor which sends a finite r-structure 2I to the linearly ordered 
structure 
Ik(W = (Akl-, ~,E,(F,),,~,,(~)HE~~~), 
where now, of course, - and < are the result of the colour refinement appropriate 
for Lk. 
Observe that the invariant Zk(‘%) is a structure of size IAk/-l < IAlk. In fact Ik(21) 
is naturally interpreted over Ak itself as a relational structure (there are no additional 
weights to be represented here). As with I& we may identify Zk(21) with its canonical 
representation over an ordered standard domain { 1,. . . , IAk/ - I}. Clearly, Zk also is 
PTIME computable. The analogue of Theorem 2.5 is the following. 
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Theorem 2.6. Zk(W) determines the complete Lk-theory of Cu. In other words, Ik 
classijes finite relational structures exactly up to CL”: 
Ik(rrr)=Ik(W) ifs 2l ELk W. 
Some background information about the r6le of the invariants in descriptive com- 
plexity is in order. The importance of the invariants is due to the following theorem 
underlying the main results in [2]. Compare [lo] in the case of Lk and see [13, 281 
for the extensions dealing with counting. For the following remarks we assume some 
familiarity with the fixed-point logics: ordinary fixed-point logic FP (formalized as first- 
order logic with an operation for inductive fixed-points) and partial fixed-point logic 
PFP (first-order logic with an operation for general fixed-points), compare for instance 
[ 111. We shall not explicitly need these or their counting extensions for the main re- 
sults of this paper so that the reader not interested in the connection with fixed-point 
logics can safely skip the rest of this section. 
Theorem 2.7. The following are equivalent for all classes Q of jinite z-structures: 
(i) Q is FP-dejnable. 
(ii) For some k, Ik(Q)= {Zk(fl) 1 ‘%E Q} is in PTIME. 
(iii) For some k, Ik(Q) is FP-definable. 
The same applies with PFP in the place of FP and PSPACE in the place of PTIME. 
The extension of FP that allows for counting is informally introduced by Immerman 
e.g. in [21]. The formalization chosen in [ 131, which is implicit in Immerman’s work, 
uses a two-sorted framework in which ordinary relational structures get enriched by 
an additional second sort consisting of a linearly ordered domain of the same size 
as the given structure. The two sorts are linked by means of counting terms that take 
values in the second sort; they evaluate the cardinalities of definable subsets of the first 
sort. In this two-sorted framework ordinary inductive or partial fixed-point operators are 
allowed for the generation of fixed points of mixed sorts. We thus obtain logics FP + C 
and PFP + C which simultaneously enrich first-order logic by mechanisms for dealing 
with cardinalities and mechanisms for relational recursion. The relation of FP + C and 
PFP + C with C” = Uk Ck is analogous to that of FP and PFP with LW = Uk Lk. In 
extension of Theorem 2.1 above we get the following. 
Theorem 2.8. The following are equivalent for all classes Q of jinite z-structures: 
(i) Q is dejinable in jixed-point logic with counting FP + C. 
(ii) For some k, &Q)={Z~(2l) 1 2IuQ} is in PTIME. 
(iii) For some k, Z!(Q) is dejinable in FP. 
Again, the same holds if we replace FP + C by PFP + C, FP by PFP and PTIME by 
PSPACE. 
The proof of the statements of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 rests on the fact that a fixed- 
point generation of the respective kind can be simulated over the respective invariants. 
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The essential reason behind this observation being that tuples enter fixed points class- 
wise. The fundamental insight into the role of such invariants in the analysis of fixed- 
point logics is due to Abiteboul and Vianu [2] and Theorem 2.7 provides the basis for 
the first main result in [2], that partial fixed-point collapses to fixed-point if and only 
if PSPACE collapses to PTIME. The equivalences between (ii) and (iii) in both theorems 
are consequences of the fact that the invariants are linearly ordered structures; PTIME 
is captured by FP over these [20, 321, and PSPACE by PFP [l, 321. 
The crucial systematic difference between the Zi and the Zk is that a collapse in size 
may be involved in the passage from % to Lk(21), whereas this cannot happen with I& 
Because of the numerical weights, the size of Z#!I) is strictly coupled to the size of ‘QI 
itself, see Remark 2.1 and comments there. Dawar [9] and Dawar et al. [lo] give typical 
examples of tree structures for which the image under Ik is logarithmically small in 
terms of the size of the original structure; it should be noted that these examples apply 
to k 2 3 (compare [27]). It is this collapse which leads to the surprising second main 
result of Abiteboul and Vianu in [2], that each partial fixed point whose evaluation 
terminates in a polynomial number of iterations is equivalently expressible as a fixed 
point, if and only if PSPACE equals PTIME. For the extensions of partial fixed-point logic 
and fixed-point logic with counting, on the other hand, and owing to the fact that I: 
does not collapse size, it follows from the above theorem, that indeed each partial fixed 
point with counting whose evaluation terminates in a polynomial number of iterations 
is equivalently expressible as a fixed point with counting, [ 13, 281. 
3. Inversion of the invariants and canonization 
Before specializing to k = 2 and solving the inversion problem for k = 2 in the next 
section, we discuss in some more detail the connections between the inversion for 
the Ii and Ik, canonization, and presentations of the query classes PTIME n Ck and 
PTIME n Lk. 
Consider the problem of inverting the functor 1: in the following sense. We want 
to find a functor F which when applied to any image Z#l) yields a structure 23, with 
an initial segment of the natural numbers as its universe, that is Ck-equivalent with ‘%. 
Note that for I: the existence of a recursive inverse is trivial. Any class of Ck- 
equivalent finite structures consists of structures of the same size n, whence this class 
contains only finitely many structures up to isomorphism, and really only finitely many 
members with standard universe (0,. . . , n - I}. Therefore a unique representative can 
be chosen by picking the one with the lexicographically least encoding with respect to 
some fixed encoding scheme. In fact this procedure immediately gives rise to a PSPACE 
computable functor F. The interesting question, however, is whether or not there is a 
PTIME computable F. 
Let us write G for a functor which similarly for Lk produces for each image Lk(21) a 
structure 23 that is Lk-equivalent with 2l. Here the existence even of a recursive functor 
of this kind is not obvious for k > 2. For k = 2, however, Mortimer’s result [25] that the 
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first-order part of L2 has the finite model property, implies in particular the existence 
of a recursive G. L2-invariants can be translated into finitary Scott sentences for L2. 
[25] gives recursive bounds on the size of minimal models of finitary L2-sentences, 
whence a model of the Scott sentence can be found through exhaustive search. We 
refer to the last section of this paper for a more detailed account and for a comparison 
with what we shall here do in the case of L2. 
Note that the potential collapse in size in the transition to the Lk-invariant implies 
that at least for k >, 3 there cannot be a PTIME G for the trivial reason that the smallest 
possible representative for Zk(21) might be of size exponential in the size of Zk(%). To 
state a reasonable variant of the problem for arbitrary k, we can therefore only require 
polynomiality in a bound on the size of the required representative. 
Definition 3.1. We say that 
(i) Z$ admits PTIME inversion if there is a PTIME functor F such that F oZ: preserves 
the complete Ck-theory, i.e. such that for all 2I: F(Z#I)) sCk ‘?I. 
(ii) Zk admits PTIME inversion if there is a functor G such that G o Zk preserves 
the complete Lk-theory, and for any input Zk(21), G(Zk(21)) is computable in time 
polynomial in the minimal size of a structure Lk-equivalent with 2l. 
Notice, that the requirements of Definition 3.1 (ii) for Lk can in particular be satisfied 
if there is an algorithm which upon input (n,Zk(21)) produces in time polynomial in 
IZ a representative of size n if such exists. With the help of an algorithm like this 
one can search for the minimal size of a representative and produce one in time still 
polynomial in the size of this resulting minimal representative. In this modified form 
of Definition 3.1 (ii) the problem of inverting Zk is posed as an open problem in [9]. 
Compare Definition 1.3 for the following. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf Zi admits PTIME inversion, then Ck admits PTIME canonization; the 
same holds for Zk and Lk. 
Proof. Let e.g. F be as in Definition 3.1(i). Put H := F o I:. Then, for all ‘?I, 
H(YI) q~ 5!I, since by definition H((U)=F(Z:(%)) =p 3. The condition that H is 
constant on ~~~-classes is obvious, since this holds already true of Ii. Hence H yields 
PTIME canonization with respect to Ck. 
For Lk, and because of the possible collapse in size, one has to pay attention to 
polynomiality of K := G o Zk, with G as in Definition 3.l(ii). Observe, however, that 
G, applied to an invariant Zk(%) must in particular yield a resulting structure in time 
polynomial in \%?I]. 0 
Recall that PTIME n Ck and PTIME n Lk stand for the classes of those PTIME queries 
that are closed with respect to =Ck and -L k - or definable in Ck and Lk - respectively; 
cf. Definition 1.4. We restate Theorem 1.1 of the introduction in order to sketch its 
proof. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let Ck and Lk admit PTIME canonization through H and K. Then 
PTIME n Ck 3 PTIME(H) 
PTIME rl Lk E PTIME(K). 
In particular these fragments are recursively enumerable. 
Proof. We sketch the proof for Lk. Assume first that Q is in PTIME n Lk. Let M be 
a PTIME algorithm for Q. Since Q is closed with respect to Lk-equivalence, ‘%!I E Q iff 
K(‘%)E& iff A4 accepts K(‘%), whence Q is in PTIME(K). 
Let now A4 be any PTIME algorithm. Let Q be the class of all structures ‘8 for which 
M accepts K(a). Then Q is in PTIME, since the size of K(‘2I) is polynomially bounded 
in the size of ‘9I as K is in PTIME. Q is also closed with respect to Lk-equivalence, 
since membership in Q only depends on K((U) and K is constant on rl~-classes. 0 
If a canonization H is obtained through inversion of It, then the normal form of 
the last theorem can also be formulated in terms of the invariants. 
Theorem 3.3. Let I,$ admit a PTIME inverse F. Then 
PTIME f! Ck E PTIME($). 
Proof. This reduces to the proof of the last theorem, if we notice that in the case of 
Ck and for H = F o I& PTIME(H) = PTIME($), since H and Z: are PTIME computable 
from each other: H = F o I: and I; = Ii 0 H. 0 
This latter argument is not available for Lk in general, in fact the examples of 
Lk-theories that enforce a logarithmic collapse in the passage to Ik for k > 2 show 
that PTIME(K) # PTIME(Z~) for k > 2. For k = 2, however, we shall find an inverse 
G polynomial in its input in the usual sense, so that here after all we shall get a 
presentation of PTIME n L2 as PTIME(Z*). 
In the general case, however, we only have a weaker variant of Theorem 3.3 for 
the Lk. If Zk admits a PTIME inverse K, then PTIME n Lk is recursively enumerable 
through the following: a boolean query Q is in PTIME n Lk if membership of 2I in Q 
is decidable in terms of Zk(21) by an algorithm whose time complexity is polynomial 
in the size of K(Zk(%)). 
Let us say that Ik is bounded on a class of structures Q if there is a polynomial p 
such that I’%Lc( < p( IZk(%)j) for all 2I E Q. Boundedness of Zk on Q implies that also 
Ik’ is bounded on Q for all k’ > k. Suppose that Ik is bounded on Q and that Ik 
admits a PTIME inverse K. Then K must in fact be a PTIME functor in the usual sense: 
K(Zk(21)) is PTIME computable in terms of IAl by definition, and IAl is polynomial in 
the size of Zk(21) for bounded Zk. In the case of bounded Zk, therefore, a complete 
analogy with Theorem 3.3 is obtained. If Zk admits a PTIME inverse F, then 
PTIME n Lk E PTIME(Z~) where Zk is bounded. 
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We conclude this section with some speculative theorems concerning the impact 
of PTIME inversion of the I: or Ik for all k - speculative since the existence of such 
inverses for k > 2 remains open. Combining Theorems 2.8 and 3.3 we get the following 
in the case with counting. 
Corollary 3.1. Zf the I,$ admit PTIME inversion for all k, then 
PTIME n C” E FP + C. 
A weaker version is obtained in the absence of counting. 
Corollary 3.2. If the Ik admit PTIME inversion for all k, then PTIME n Lw E FP over 
all classes on which some Ik is bounded. 
It is remarkable in connection with Corollary 3.1 that all known examples for the 
separation FP + C 5 PTIME do indeed separate PTIME fl C” from PTIME. This is simply 
because all known constructions are based on (rather sophisticated) applications of the 
game characterization provided by Theorem 2.3. Actually there seem to be essentially 
two known constructions that imply the separation in question. The original construc- 
tion of Cai et al. [7] directly addresses this separation issue. Secondly, a more recent 
construction by Gurevich and Shelah [17], although originating in a different context, 
also gives rise to this separation result. In any case, it remains a tempting conjecture 
that FP + C indeed captures “PTIME in the world of C w” in the sense of Corollary 3.1. 
4. Game tableaux and inversion for two variables 
We now specialize to the case of two variables. It should be noted that the notion 
of a realization of a game tableau, as well as its application to obtain a combinatorial 
reformulation of the inversion problem, are easily adapted to the case of k > 2 at 
the expense of a slightly more involved notation. Since the feasibility of the present 
approach for k > 2 remains doubtful, however, we choose this point to give up all 
pretense at generality with respect to k. The following section introduces game tableaux 
and reduces the inversion problem for two variables to a problem concerning these 
tableaux. 
4.1. Reduction to game tableaux 
Recall the format of the Lk- and Ck-invariants for k = 2. From Definitions 2.3 and 
2.4 we get: 
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where atp stands for the finite set of atomic r-types in 2 variables. Note that both N and 
+ here stand for the different interpretations appropriate for L2 and C2, respectively. 
Of the action of the symmetric group only the transposition that exchanges first and 
second component remains to be considered. Let T stand both for this transposition 
(1,2) itself and for the function 41,~) describing its operation on the N-classes. Recall 
that the reachability relation E of the invariants is reachability in the second component, 
or E2: (a, c(‘) E E if for each pair (al, ~22) whose type is CI there is some ui such that the 
type of (al, u$) is a’. El, the corresponding reachability relation for the first component 
can be recovered as ET, defined through (a, a’) E ET: H (Tel, Tel’) E E. Similarly, v is 
the weight function v2 for the second component: v(a) is the number of substitutions 
for the second component that do not lead out of ~1. Recall that the analogous function 
VI for the first component is definable as vr, vT = v o T. 
We now want to separate the equality type from the rest of the relational atomic type 
in order to isolate the basic combinatorial aspects of the games. There are only two 
different equality types in two variables, whence we introduce just one unary predicate 
symbol A associated with the equality type XI =x2 of the diagonal. 
Proviso 1. For the purposes of the remaining technical development we use the fol- 
lowing modijed formats for the two-variable invariants: 
Here 4 and E are binary predicates us before, T is a unury function, A and the PO 
are unary predicates, v a weight function to positive natural numbers. 
Clearly, the new and the old formats are interdefinable even in first-order. 
The following definition of game tableaux and weighted game tableaux is intended 
to abstract the combinatorial core of structures like the L2- and C*-invariants; essen- 
tially we disregard the association with relational atomic types. The conditions in the 
definition state some simple facts about real invariants - as we shall see in Lemma 4.1. 
Definition 4.1. A game tableau is a finite structure 9 = (Q, +, E, T, A), linearly ordered 
by +, and satisfying the following: 
(i) E is an equivalence relation on Q. 
(ii) T is a unary involution on Q, i.e. To T = id,. 
(iii) A C Q, all elements of d are fixed points of T, and each E-class contains exactly 
one element from A. 
A weighted game tableau is a pair (9, v) consisting of a game tableau and a weight 
function v : Q + o \ { 0). 
Observe that the class of game tableaux is first-order definable and hence decidable 
in PTIME (even LOGSPACE). We use Greek letters c(, /I, 6,. . . for the elements of Q and 
call them colours. 
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Each L*-invariant induces a game tableau, simply through forgetting the PO and 
retaining only A, i.e. through neglecting the relational information in the atomic types. 
Similarly, each C2-invariant induces a weighted game tableaux. 
Lemma 4.1. Let 3=1,?(2l) or 3=1*(2X) be a C*- or L*-invariant (in the new format 
according to Proviso 1). Then the reduct of 3 to the vocabulary consisting of 4, E, T 
and A is a game tableau. 
Of the conditions (i)-(iii) in Definition 4.1, (i) and (ii) are obvious. For (iii), the 
implication 6 E A -+ T6 = 6 is also obvious; so is the fact that there must be an 
element of A in each E-class: let LX E A*/ -, CI = tp%(al,az); then 6 := tp%(al,al) 
E A must be E-related with CI. Uniqueness of 6 within each E-class follows from the 
fact that for each pair c(, CI’ of E-related types, there are elements al,az,ai in A such 
that c( = tpst(ai,a2) and cr’=tp,(ai,a~). 
So invariants are ‘decorated’ game tableaux; we isolate some obvious conditions on 
those decorations that can actually occur. 
Definition 4.2. Call an expansion (~S!,(Pg)t)~~t~) of a game tableau good if each colour 
GI E Q is contained in PO for exactly one element 8 =: O(cr) E atp, and if the induced 
mapping 0 : Q -+ atp satisfies for all IX: 
(i) ME A H (XI =x~)E O(a), 
(ii) @(TM) = @(COT, where 19~ stands for the type 8 with all occurrences of xi and 
x2 exchanged, and 
(iii) if 6 is the unique colour in A with (cr,6) E E, then O(6) = O(a)lX,, where 81X, 
stands for the restriction of 13 to its first variable (regarded as a diagonal type in two 
variables containing xi =x2). 
These conditions are first-order, whence they can be checked in LOGSPACE. Necessity 
of these conditions for invariants is immediate along the lines of Lemma 4.1. To ease 
notation for sets of natural numbers we adopt the standard set-theoretic convention to 
identify a natural number n with the set (0,. . . ,n - 1). 
Definition 4.3. A realization of a game tableau 2 over n is a surjective mapping 
h:nxn+Q, 
satisfying the following: 
(i) For all ml,m2 E n: h(ml,m2)EA H ml = m2. 
(ii) For all rnl,mz E n: h(mz,ml) = T(h(ml, mz)). Equivalently: h o T = T o h. 
(iii) For all ml,m2 E n, for all a E Q: (h( ml,mz),ct) E E H 3mih(ml,mi) = a. 
If (2, v) is a weighted game tableau, then a realization has to satisfy additionally: 
(iv) For all mI,m2 E n: l{rni E n 1 h(ml,mi) = h(ml,mz)}l = v(h(ml,mz)). 
The following is immediately checked: 
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Lemma 4.2. For any 2I of size IAl = n, 2l itself yields a realization of the weighted 
game tableau corresponding to Is(%). After identifying A with n, there is a canonical 
choice for h: 
h:n x n+Q, 
<ml,m2>~tP~$%m2)~ 
Similarly for 12. 
The following lemma and proposition show that the problem of finding inverses for 
the invariants reduces to the problem of finding realizations for the associated game 
tableaux. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (9, (P~)t)~~t~) be a good expansion of the game tableau 22, 0 : Q -+ 
atp the mapping corresponding to the expansion (Po)eEatp. Then any realization h of 
22 on n induces a unique z-structure 2I(h, 0) with universe n through the stipulation 
that 
-for all rnl,rnz E n: atp(mt,mz) = O(h(mI,mz)), and 
_ tf’z has relations of arities greater than two, then no relation over IU(h, 0) contains 
tuples thut have more thun two distinct components. 
The mapping (h, 0) H Il[(h, 0) is in PTIME and satisfies the following. 
(i) If h and h’ are realizations of 9 on n and n’, respectively, then ‘%(h, 0) ~~2 
cU(h’, 0). 
(ii) Zf h and h’ are realizations of the same weighted version (2, v) of 2? on n and 
n’, respectively, then %(h, 0) ~~2 2I(h’, 0). 
Proof (sketch). Existence and uniqueness are obvious; the conditions on good expan- 
sions are just such that the obvious way of attributing relational edges to pairs over n 
leads to no clashes. Clearly, ‘U(h, 0) is constructible in PTIME. 
For claims (i) and (ii) we apply the appropriate games to show that player II has 
a winning strategy in the game on (W(h, O), (ml, mz); 2I(h’, O), (mi, mi)) whenever 
h(ml, m2)= h’(m{, mi). Observe that it suffices for II to maintain the equal colour con- 
dition h(ml,mz)= h’(m{,mi), since this in particular implies equality of atomic types. 
The criteria for realizations are precisely such that this condition can be maintained 
for any move of I (for the C2-case compare the strategy sketched in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 above). 0 
Proposition 4.1. The following are equivalent for any 3 = (22,(Po)~~+,) of the stan- 
dardized formut of an L2-invariant: 
(i) 3 occurs as an L2-invariant, i.e. 3 = 12(21) for some finite z-structure 2I. 
(ii) 3 is a good expansion of S? and for some realization h of 22 with associated 
z-structure 2l(h, 0) : 12(‘21(h, 0)) = 3. 
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(iii) 3 is a good expansion of 2, there is a realization of 22, and for all realizations 
h of 9 with associated z-structure ‘%(h, 0) : 12(21(h, O))= 3. 
Similarly, the following are equivalent for any 3=(2?,(P~)~Eatp, v) of the standard- 
ized format of a C2-invariant: 
(i) 3 occurs as a C2-invariant, i.e. 3=If(2l) for some finite z-structure Cu. 
(ii) (9,(P~),g~t~) is a good expansion of 2? and for some realization h of (9,~) 
with associated z-structure %(h, 0) : Z~(%(h, 0)) = 3. 
(iii) (L~,(PQ)H~~~~) is a good expansion of 9, (L&V) has a realization, and for all 
realizations h of (22, v) with associated z-structure cU(h, 0): Z#I(h, 0)) =3. 
In both cases, a PTIME inversion of the invariants is directly obtainedfrom a PTIME 
algorithm that constructs realizations for the associated tableaux. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the previous lemma. (ii) + (i) 
is obvious. So finally assume (i), for example in the C2-case. Let 3 =&‘$I), 0 the 
mapping corresponding to the good expansion in 3. W.1.o.g. the universe A of Cu is 
equal with n = IAl. This immediately gives a canonical realization h of (9, v) on n 
as in Lemma 4.2. Let ‘%(h, 0) be the r-structure associated with this realization. It 
follows that %(h, 0) --Cl ‘?I, in fact ‘U(h, 0) = 2I if there are no relation symbols of 
arity greater than 2 in r. Thus (ii) follows. 
Now, for the PTIME inverses for the invariants. Suppose e.g. that there is a PTIME algo- 
rithm d that constructs a realization for any realizable weighted game tableau. Given 
3 of the format of a C2-invariant of a r-structure, abstract the associated weighted 
game tableau and apply d. If this weighted tableau has no realization, then J is not 
in the range of I:. If & produces a realization, then the canonical expansion of this 
realization to a r-structure according to Lemma 4.3 is constructed. It only remains to 
test whether this structure yields the given 3 as its C2-invariant: if so, we have found 
the desired representative in this structure; if not, then again, 3 is not in the range 
of 1;. 0 
Proposition 4.1 shows that in order to get PTIME functors G and F that serve as 
inversions for I2 and Is in the sense of Definition 3.1, it suffices to supply PTIME 
constructions for realizations of (weighted) game tableaux. 
We introduce some more notation. Let _Z be a game tableau. 
1. Let 41,. . . , qt be an enumeration of the E-classes in Q, sorted with respect to their 
+-least elements. 
2. Let 6i E qi be the unique A-element in qi, 1 < i < 1. 
It follows that A={& 1 < i < l}. 
3. Let qT := { T’LY ) CI E qi}, 1 < i < 1. Observe that the qT are the classes with respect 
to ET (or reachability in the first component). It follows that 6i is the unique A-element 
also in q,?. 
4.PUtgi;:=gin$for l<i,j<l. 
Observe that T(qij)=qji and that for ifj, qij n qji = 8. 
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Fig. 1 illustrates these definitions. We picture E as vertical reachability, A as the main 
diagonal, and T as the transpose with respect to this diagonal. 
Lemma 4.4. Let h be a realization of 5. Then 
h(ml,mz) E qij * h(ml,ml) = bi Ah(mz,mz) = dj. 
Proof (sketch). Observe that h(m,,m2) E qd implies (h(ml,m2),6i)EE, whence there 
must be an rni such that h(ml,mi) = &, i.e. h(ml, ml) = &; similarly for the second 
component and ET. 
For the converse implication note that h(ml, ml ) = & implies h(ml, m2) E qi for all 
m2, and similarly h(m2,mz) = Sj implies h(ml,mz) E q; for all ml (compare conditions 
(ii) and (iii) of Definition 4.3). It follows that h(ml,mz) E qi n qT=qij. 0 
Lemma 4.4 is crucial since it forms the basis for splitting the problem of finding 
a realization to simpler subproblems over the individual qii. This modularity will be 
exploited in the following sections, for C2 and L2 separately, to state necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the realizability of (weighted) game tableaux that also suffice 
to provide a PTIME construction of the realizations. 
4.2. C2 : Realizations of weighted game tableaux 
4.2.1. A necessary condition and modularity 
Definition 4.4. For a weighted game tableau (22, v), with E-classes 41,. . . , ql, and with 
the qLj = qi n q: defined as above, define numbers di for i = 0,. . . ,1 according to 
di = C V(a). 
a@,, 
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Lemma 4.5. If (2, v) admits a realization, then for all 1 < i, j < I the sum CorEq,, v(ix> 
is positive and independent of i : 
C v(a) = Ug,, V(a) = dj. 
ME%, 
Moreover, if h is any realization of (22, v) over n, then a’, = l{rn E n 1 h(m, m) = Sj}/, 
whence it follows that n = Ci di. 
Proof. Let h be a realization of (22,~). By Lemma 4.4: h(ml,mz) E qij H h(ml,ml)= 
6i A h(mz,mz) = Sj. The sum CXEq,, v(a), therefore, for any particular i is equal to the 
number of elements in 
{mEn I h(w,m) E 4:) 
for any ml with h(ml,ml) E 6i. But since h(ml,m) E q; if and only if h(m,m) = Sj, 
this cardinal@ is also equal to I{m E n 1 h(m, m) = Sj}l, independent of i and therefore 
equal to dj. The last statement of the lemma follows directly. 0 
Now for the crucial modularity property of the problem of finding a realization for 
(22, v). In a well-defined manner this problem breaks into separate problems correspond- 
ing to its restrictions to the individual qij. In fact the only interrelationship between 
these sub-problems is already expressed in the condition derived in the last lemma. The 
next lemma makes modularity explicit, but first we formally introduce these restrictions 
to the qij. 
Definition 4.5. Let (A!, v) be a weighted game tableau. Define the qij as above and 
define the restrictions of (3,~) to the qij as follows: 
(2, V)Q := 
(qii, + lqii, Tlqii, 6i, vlqii) for the diagonal case j=i 
(4ij, + Iqij, vlqij, vT14ij) for the off-diagonal case i # j. 
We write ‘Iqij’ for ‘restricted to qij’. Observe that E is no longer mentioned since 
in restriction to the qij it becomes trivial: Elqij = qij x qij. Similarly, Alqii = {Si} and 
A lgij = 8 for i # j lead to corresponding simplifications in the formats of the restrictions. 
For i # j, T restricts to a bijection between qij and qji which becomes external to the 
restrictions considered; we retain, however, the multiplicity information in vT = v o T 
in this off-diagonal case. 
Lemma 4.6. Let h be a realization of (9,~) over n = Cdi, the di as dejined in 
DeJinition 4.4. Then n can be identljied with the disjoint union of the di in such a 
way that the restrictions hij := hl(di x dj) of h to the di x dj, 1 < i, j < 1, satisfy 
image(hij) =qij, 
and in terms of the (S!, v)ij : 
(1) On the diagonal, for j=i: 
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(i) for all m, m’ E di : hii(m, m’) = 6i * m = m’, 
(ii) hii 0 T= T 0 hii, 
(iii) for all m E di, C( E qii: I{m’ E di 1 hii(m,m’) = E}[ = V(N). 
(2) In the off-diagonal boxes, for i < j : 
(i) for all m E di, CI E qii : I{ m’ E a’j 1 hii(m,m’) = u}I = V(N), 
(ii) for all m’ E dj, CI E qij : l{m E di I hij(m,m’) = a}1 = Y(E). 
Note that hji for i < j is determined by hij through the condition hji 0 T = T 0 h,. 
Proof (sketch). The claims are obvious after embedding di into that subset of n that 
is determined by the condition that h(m, m) = 6,. That this subset has size di is shown 
in Lemma 4.5. The rest follows using Lemma 4.4 and the conditions on realizations 
in Definition 4.3. 0 
Note that conditions (l)(i)-(iii) and (2)(i),(“) 11 really are in terms of the data in 
(9, V)ii and (9, V)ij, respectively. That this decomposition is useful is shown by the 
next lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. Let (9, v) be a weighted game tableau, the di dejined according to DeJ- 
nition 4.4. Assume that for 1 < i < j 6 1 there are functions hij : di Xdj + qij satisfying 
the conditions (l)(i)-(iii) (for i=j) and (2)(i) and (ii) (for i < j) of the last lemma. 
Then there is a realization of (9, v) on n := xi di. 
Proof. Represent n as the ordered disjoint union of the di. Then a realization h is 
obtained simply by putting h 1 (di x 4) := h, for i < j and h I (di x 4) := T o hji o T 
for i > j. The properties of a realization are checked without difficulties. 0 
4.2.2. Necessary and sufjcient conditions 
We now make use of the modularity expressed in the last lemma and split the 
construction of realizations into the two sub-cases corresponding to the restrictions to 
diagonal boxes qii and to off-diagonal boxes qij, i < j, respectively. 
Ofl-diagonal boxes: This is the easier of the two cases, since there are fewer re- 
strictions. In particular, there is no internal symmetry with respect to T. 
Suppose that hij satisfies conditions (2)(i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.6. The crucial ad- 
ditional necessary condition is derived simply through counting the number of pairs 
that are coloured by CI E qij. Counting column-wise over the di columns of di x dj and, 
alternatively, row-wise over the dj rows, we get for each M E qij: 
diV(cC) = I{(m,m’) E di X 4 I hij(m,m’) = M}] = djVr(M). 
So necessity of the condition 
v(cO di ~ = - for all uEq, 
v(TH) di 
is obvious. The next little lemma shows that conversely this condition allows to con- 
struct a mapping hij satisfying conditions (2)(i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.6. 
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Lemma 4.8. Let (9,v)ij for i<j be such that all a E qij satisfy 
v(a) dj -=- 
V(TCC) di’ 
where di = J-&,, vT(cO and 4 = CaEq,, v(a). Then there is a surjective mapping 
hij : di x L$ -+ qij such that (conditions (2)(i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.6 above): 
(i) for all m~di: I{m’~djIh(m,m’)=a}l = v(a), 
(ii) for all m’ E dj : l{m E di I h(m,m’) = a}1 = VT(a). 
Proof. Let : be the reduced presentation of 2. Let al,. . . , a,. be an enumeration of qi, 
(as ordered by 4). The assumptions of the lemma say that there exist numbers mk, 
for 1 <k<r, such that v(ak) = mJ$, Vr(ak) = mkt. With e := xk mk it follows that 
dj = /s, di = et (cf. Fig. 2). 
Identify e with the ordered disjoint union of the mk, dj with e x s, di with e x t. 
Then hij may be defined on di x dj = (e x t) x (L' x S) by 
hij((u,x),(e,Y)) := ak for that k with (U - v) mod e E mk; 
here U,D run through 6, x through t and y through s. Let us check the occurrence 
condition for columns. For (u,x) E C x t: 
{(V,Y)E~~~(hij((~,~),(~,Y))=~k}={(~,Y)~~~~IYE~,(~-~v)mod~E~k}, 
whence the cardinality of this set is mks = v(!&) as required for (i). Condition (ii) on 
the occurrence numbers in rows is verified analogously. 0 
Diagonal boxes. Consider now some diagonal box qii and first assume that for 
(9, V)ii there is a surjective mapping hii : s x s -+ qii satisfying the requirements in 
(l)(i)-(iii) of Lemma 4.6. The most obvious implication is that v(6i) must be 1. 
As above counting the elements in {(m, m’) I hii(m, m’) = a} for each a E qii both 
row-wise and column-wise yields: 
I{(m,m’) I hii(m,m’) = a}1 = sv(a) = sv(7’a). 
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It follows that V(U) = v(Tcl) for all c( E qii. Summing the above numbers over all 
EEqii, wefinds=CEE4!, v(a)=di. 
There is one more important condition to be derived. Suppose CI # 6i but Tel = a. 
Then the set of pairs over di x di coloured c1 does not intersect the diagonal, therefore 
T is a fixed-point free involution of this set, whence it must have an even number of 
elements. Since this number equals div(a) this gives the condition that - in case di is 
odd - for a as described, v(a) must be even. 
To sum up, we have seen the necessity of the following conditions: 
v(a) = v(Ta) for all aEqii, V(6i) = 1, 
and in case di is odd: 
v(a) = Omod2 for all aEqii\{ai} such that Ta = a. 
These conditions also suffice to construct a realization for the diagonal box q;i. 
Lemma 4.9. Let (9, v)ii satisfy v = v o T, v(6i) = 1. In case di = CIEq,, v(a) is odd, 
assume that all v(a) for Ta = a # 6i are even. 
Then there is a surjective mapping hii : di x di -+ qil such that (conditions (1) 
(i)-(iii) of Lemma 4.6 above): 
(i) for all m,m’ E di: hii(m,m’) = 6i ++ m = m’, 
(ii) T o hii = hii o T, 
(iii) for all mEdi: I{m’EdiIh(m,m’) = a}/ = v(a). 
Proof. The proof splits into two separate cases, according to whether or not di is odd. 
Case 1: di odd. Let qii be enumerated as 6i, at,. . . , ass, fi,, . . . , PI, T/3,, . . . , T& where 
the ak are such that Turk = ak; for definiteness in the corresponding algorithm choose 
the enumeration such that the ak are increasing with respect to 4 and such that /$ + 
/?k!, T/&l for 1 d k < k’ Qt. By assumption we have that v( a,) = 2mr, v(Bk) = v( Tbk) = 
nk, for suitable m,, nk. It follows that di = 1 f 2/, where e := c, m, -I xk nk. Put 
Do I= {(U,v)Edi X diI(~-u)moddiE{l,..., e}}. Observe that di x di is the disjoint 
union of the diagonal {(u, u) 1 u E di} with DO and T(Do). Identifying e with the ordered 
disjoint union of the m, and the nk, we may now define hii on DO as follows: 
{ 
a, if (v-u)mod diEmr 
hii(u’u)‘= /& if (v-u)mod d,Enk. 
On the diagonal hii is set to 6i; hii is extended to T(Do), finally, in accordance with 
the requirement that T o hii = hii o T. It remains to be checked that this hii gets all 
occurrence numbers right, which is easy. 
Case 2: di even. We reduce the construction of hii to the following claim that will 
be proved in a separate lemma below. 
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Fact (i): There is a (PTIME constructible) mapping f : di x dt -+ di, such that 
(i) f(u,u) = 0 for all u ~di, 
(ii) f 0 T = f, 
(iii) for all u E di : {f (u, U) 1 u E di} = dt, and 
(iv) for all u E di : {f (u, U) 1 u E di} = dt. 
An example for such an f, for di = 6, is shown in Fig. 3(a). A general proof of 
existence is given in Lemma 4.10. 
As above, let qii be enumerated as 4, Ml,. . . , a,, PI,. . . , pt, T/?I, . . . , i”j$, with Tak = ak. 
Let v(ax)=mm, and v&) = v(T/?k) =nk. Thus di = 1 + c, m, + 2c, nk. Put 8 := 
1+ Crmr, n := xk nk, so that di = e + 2n. Identifying e with the ordered disjoint 
union of 1 and the mr, we shall put hii(U, U) := a, if 0 < f (u, u) < 8 and f (u, U) E m,. 
It is immediately checked that this is compatible with the conditions on T and gets the 
occurrence numbers for the a, in rows and columns of dt x di right. On the diagonal hii 
is put equal to 6i. It remains to allocate colours flk, T/& consistently to those pairs (u, u) 
that are mapped to the 2n-element subset {C,. . . , dt - 1) 2 di by f. After a canonical 
identification of this subset with the disjoint union over the sets 2 x nk we want to 
Put 
hid% 0) E {bk, TPk) if f(u,u)E2 x nk. 
In order to show that this can be done in accordance with the conditions on T and 
with the correct occurrence numbers for flk and Tljk separately, it suffices to show the 
following, which will also be part of the next lemma. 
Fact (ii): Consider a subset D 2 di x dt of the form D = f -'(a) U f-'(b) for two 
different non-zero images a and b. Observe that in each row and in each column 
of di x dt there are exactly two elements from D, and that D is disjoint from the 
diagonal. Then it is possible (in P~ME) to split this set into disjoint subsets in the 
form D = Do Ij T(Do), such that in each row and in each column there is exactly one 
element from DO. This is illustrated in the example of Fig. 3: in 3(b) the set of points 
coloured 2 or 5 in 3(a) is split in the required manner. 
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Fig. 4. 
Applying this splitting to each of the n pairs of f-values determined by the above 
identification with the 2 x nk it is checked that fixing the p-values of hii through 
hii(u, V) := 
i 
pk if f(U,O)E2 x nk,(U,U)E& 
T/& if f(% a) E 2 X nk, (u, 0) E Wo) 
makes hi; satisfy all requirements. Cl 
The following lemma contains the two facts about colourings of squares used in the 
above proof. 
Lemma 4.10. 
(i) For even d there is a colouring of the (d x d)-square with d colours such that 
the diagonal is monochromatic, each colour occurs exactly once in each row and in 
each column, and the entire colouring is symmetric with respect to T. 
(ii) Let D & d xd be disjoint from the diagonal, symmetric under T (i.e. T(D) = D), 
and such that D contains exactly two elements in each row and in each column of 
d x d. Then there is a subset DO CD such that in each row and column of d x d 
exactly one element of DO occurs, and such that D = DO ir T(Do). 
In both cases solutions are constructible in time polynomial in d. 
Proof. The first claim is proved inductively. Observe that evenness of d is a necessary 
condition, since each off-diagonal colour is symmetric with respect to T and contains 
no fixed points under T. The claim is obvious for d = 2. Inductively, we show that 
from a colouring that is good for d we get one for 2d and one for 2d - 2. 
The 2d construction is rather obvious. Let A and B be d-squares coloured as required 
with two disjoint sets of d colours each. Then the composition of these as depicted in 
Fig. 4(a) results in a colouring that is good for 2d. 
Now for the (2d - 2)-square. Let A be a representation of a correctly coloured 
d-square, with rightmost column coloured (from top to bottom) 0,. . . , d - 1, and there- 
fore top row (from left to right) d - 1,. . . , 0. Let A’ be the resulting (d - 1 )-square 
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when top row and rightmost column of A are removed, and let A” be the mirror image 
of A’ across the second diagonal (top left to bottom right). Let B be a colouring of 
the (d- 1 )-square of the following kind: the second diagonal is coloured from top left 
to bottom right 1,. . . , d - 1; the other places are coloured with colours d, . . . ,2d - 3 
in such a way that each of these colours occurs exactly once in each row and in each 
column of B (such colouring is easily obtained with cyclic permutations generating the 
rows). From A’, A”, B and Br we form the composition depicted in Fig. 4(b), where 
it is also indicated how the colours from the top row and rightmost column of A are 
integrated into B and BT. It only remains to check, guided by that sketch, that the 
proposed composition represents a valid colouring of the (2d - 2)-square. 
For the second claim let D be as proposed. Consider the relation of belonging to 
the same row or same column in restriction to D. Since each row and column contain 
exactly 2 elements in D, D must be the disjoint union of even-length cycles with respect 
to this relation. Since this relation is T-invariant, for each such cycle C : T(C)n C = 8 
or T(C) = C. 
Take a single such cycle C. We can put every second element along the cycle 
into DO (starting, for definiteness, with the lexicographically least member and the 
horizontally next). In case T(C) = C it has to be shown that this is in agreement with 
the operation of T, i.e. that no two T-related positions in C get into DO. Let C be 
enumerated as CO, cl,. . . ,czn = CO, CO and cl in the same row, cl and c2 in the same 
column, etc. Assume for contradiction that TCO = ~2~. Then cl, the element of D in 
the same row as CO must be T-related with c2,,_r, the element of D that is in the same 
column with cz,,,, since D is symmetric with respect to T. Proceeding in this manner 
we would find Tc, = c,, which is impossible since D is disjoint from the diagonal. 
The overall splitting of D is obtained by going through all cycles in some fixed order 
(by lexicographically least elements). If the T-image of a cycle has already been split, 
then it is split in the way enforced by T, otherwise its Da-part is obtained according 
to the above procedure. Also compare the example in Fig. 3(b). 0 
Let us finally sum up the necessary and sufficient conditions for a weighted game 
tableau to have a realization. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (9, v) be a weighted game tableau. Let the qi, 1 did I, be the 
E-classes, the qtj for 1 <i, j d 1 defined as qij = qi n T(qj). Let 6i, 1 <id 1, be the 
unique element of A n qi. Let further di := CaEq,, V(M) for 1 di< 1. 
Then (9, V) has a realization if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) V(6i) = 1 for l<iiZ. 
(ii) For all 1 <i,j<l: zaEq,, V(U) = dj. 
(iii) For all NEqij, l<i,j<l: $& = f. 
(iv) For all 1~ i < 1 such that di z 1 mod 2: 
If tl Eqii\ A and Tc~ = CC, then V(E) E 0 mod 2. 
There is a PTIME algorithm that verifies these conditions, and zf they are sarished 
produces a realization over n = C, GiG, di. 
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Combining this with Proposition 4.1 and Theorems 3.1-3.3 we thus have the fol- 
lowing. 
Corollary 4.1. Is admits PTIME inversion: there is a PTIME functor mapping any Ii(%) 
to a structure over the universe (0,. . . , IAJ - 1) that is C2-equivalent with ‘% It follows 
that C2 admits PTIME canonization and that PTIME I-T C2 is recursively enumerable, in
fact PTIME I? C2 = PTIME(Z~). 
4.3. L2: Realizations of game tableaux 
The case of L2 here largely appears as a specialization of what we have done for 
C2. As in the last section the problem of finding a realization for a game tableau 3 can 
be split into the sub-problems corresponding to the qii. These now take the following 
simpler form. 
Definition 4.6. Let 5 be a game tableau. With the qij as usual, the restrictions of 9 
to the qii are the following: 
%jj := 
(qii, 4 (qii, Tlqii, Si) for the diagonal case j = i, 
(4ij3 4 14ij) for the off-diagonal case i # j. 
The following is a direct specialization of Lemma 4.6. 
Lemma 4.11. Let h be a realization of 9 over n = C di, where di = I{m E n 1 h(m, m) = 
Si}l. Then n can be identi$ed with the disjoint union of the di in such a way that the 
restrictions hu := hl(di x dj) of h to the di x dj, 1 <i, j<l, satisfy 
image(hij) = qij, 
and in terms of the 9ij: 
(1) On the diagonal, for j = i: 
(i) for all m,m’ E di: hii(m,m’) = 6i ++ m = ml, 
(ii) hii 0 T = T 0 hii, 
(iii) for afl m E di: {hii(m,m’)  m’ E di} = qii. 
(2) In the ofS-diagonal boxes, for i < j: 
(i) for all m E di: {hu( m, m’) I m’ E 4) = qu, and 
(ii) for all m’ E 4: {hij(m,m’) 1m E di} = qij. 
Let us call any function h: n x n -+ qii satisfying the conditions (l)(i)-(iii) a 
realization of 9ii over n, and any function h : nl x n2 + qij satisfying the conditions 
(2)(i) and (ii) a realization of 2, over nl x n2. 
The off-diagonal boxes really cause no problems whatsoever. 
Lemma 4.12. Let i # j. If qij # 8, then _9g has realizations over nl x n2 for any 
nl,n2 2 14ijl. 
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To see this, simply produce a realization for nt = n2 = 1qiil through cyclic permu- 
tation of a row that contains each colour once; any greater values of nl or n2 can be 
obtained by adding a corresponding number of repetitions of one of the columns or 
one of the rows. 
The diagonal boxes are not quite as trivial. 
Lemma 4.13. For each L2ii: 
(i) If qii = {Si}, then the only realization of LZ?ii is the trivial one-element realiza- 
tion. 
(ii) Zf )qiiI > 1, then there are realizations Of 2?ii over any n >no, where the optimal 
value for no is determined as follows: no = 1qiiI if there are no IX E qii\{6i} with TU = LX, 
and the least even number greater than or equal to lqii), otherwise. 
Proof (sketch). For the first claim observe that off-diagonal elements in n x n cannot 
be coloured with 6i. 
The second claim follows with the observation that v = 1 constant would yield a 
minimal realization. By the remarks preceding Lemma 4.9, however, this cannot be 
achieved in case 1qiiI is odd and there are CI # 6i in qii with Ta = LX - in this case 
lqii) + 1 is therefore best possible. Lemma 4.9 yields a realization over the even number 
1qiiI + 1 in this case, if we choose V(U) = 2 for exactly one of those CI # 6i that are 
fixed by T. 
If IqiiI > 1, any realization can (in a way that is compatible with T) be enlarged 
through repetition of the off-diagonal part of the top row and last column, and any 
choice of a T-compatible colouring for the remaining off-diagonal positions with colours 
from 9ii \ {Si}. See Fig. 5 for an example, where a realization over some n > 1 is 
extended to a realization over n + 2. q 
In analogy with Lemma 4.5 above we get the following very weak cardinality 
restraint. 
a p -I ... a a 6 
(I /3 7 ... Q 6 To 
a p Y ... 6 ToTo 
. . . 
. . . 
. * . 
/- 
T-r T-r T-I 
TP TP TF 
Ta Ta To 
Fig. 5. 
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Lemma 4.14. If the game tableau 22 admits a realization, then for all 1 Q i 6 1: 
]qi;I = 1 =+ 1q;il = 1 for j = l,...,Z. 
We shall immediately see that all 9 with non-empty qij that satisfy this last condi- 
tion admit realizations. Unless all qi; are singletons (in which case there is a unique 
realization), there is a continuous spectrum of sizes of realizations. In order to express 
the minimal size of a realization precisely, we abstract the following numbers from A!. 
Let nij, for 1 <i, j 6 1, be the optimal bound for a realization of the box %iZ as found 
in Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13: 
( 
l4ijl if i# j, 
nij I= l4iil ifi=jandV’clEqii\{~i}:Ta#cr, 
2[ilqii(l if i = j and !la~qii\{~Si} : TCC = a. 
It follows that the smallest possible values for l{m ( h(m, m) = Si}l in any realization 
are 
(*I ni := maX{nij I 1 <j d I}. 
From the modularity of the problem and the results about realizations of the restric- 
tions _!& in Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 it follows that, provided the condition derived in 
Lemma 4.14 is satisfied, there is indeed a realization of 9 on n = xi ni. This realiza- 
tion is obtained from realizations hij : Hi x nj + qij of the 9ij, 1 <i< j < I as follows. 
Identify n with the ordered disjoint union of the Hi and define h : n x n + Q such 
that h 1 (ni x nj) = hij and h 1 (nj X ni) = T o hrj o T for i< j. Observe that the bound 
obtained for a minimal realization is linear in the size of 9. 
Putting these facts together we finally obtain: 
Theorem 4.2. Let 22 be a game tableau. Let the qi, 1 <i < 1, be the E-classes, the qij 
for 1 < i, j 6 I dejined as qu = qi (7 T(qj). Then 2? has a realization if and only if all 
qij are non-empty, and for 1 < i < 1: 
Iqiil = 1 * lqijl = 1 for j= l,...,Z. 
If this condition is satisjed, then a realization - in fact one of exactly minimal size 
_ can be obtained in time polynomial in the size of 2. 
Corollary 4.2. I2 admits PTIME inversion in the following stronger sense: there is a 
PTIME functor G, which applied to any Z2(91) yields a structure G(Z2(‘%)) ~~2 rU - 
i.e. here we get inverses in polynomial time in the size of the invariant. It follows 
that L2 admits PTIME canonization, and that PTIME n L2 is recursively enumerable. In 
fact even PTIME~ L2 f PTIME(~=). 
Thus it turns out that the potential collapse in size that may occur in the passage 
from 2I to Zk(%) cannot be forced by any L2-theory. An L2-theory that states that only 
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s different L*-types are realized in its models must have a model of size at most 2s. 
Another sense therefore, in which the case of two variables proves to be very special. 
As a corollary from the proof of the theorem and with the ni as defined in (*) above 
we get: 
Corollary 4.3. Zf 2 has any realization, then it has a realization over n = Ci ni. In 
case not all qii are singletons, 9 admits realizations exactly over all nk Cini. In 
case all qii are singletons, !2 has a unique realization (up to isomorphism). 
Corollary 4.4. The spectrum of any complete L2-theory that is satisjable in the jinite 
is either a singleton or the set of all cardinalities greater than n for some n. 
5. Conclusions and remarks 
5.1. Summary 
We have shown that both L* and C* admit PTIME canonization. This canonization 
is achieved through the PTIME inversion of the concise invariants that represent the 
complete L*- or C*-theories of finite structures. For the L*-invariants the inversion is 
even PTIME in the size of the invariant, a feature that is known to be impossible for Lk 
with k > 2. An interesting consequence in descriptive complexity is that the L*- and 
C*-fragments of PTIME are recursively enumerable. Even more, they coincide with the 
classes of queries that are PTIME in terms of the associated invariants. 
5.2. Relationship with Mortimer’s work on L* 
Our results for L* would seem to be closely related with the work of Mortimer’s 
on the finite model property of the first-order part of L* [25], compare also [ 11, 12, 
61. [25] gives a doubly exponential bound on the size of a minimal model for any 
satisfiable finitary sentence of L* (doubly exponential in the length of the sentence 
that is), while [ 121 derive an exponential bound. The syntactic analogues of our L*- 
invariants Z* are the corresponding variants of Scott sentences for L2. We refer the 
reader to the exposition of the Lk Scott sentences and their relations with our type 
of invariants in A. Dawar’s dissertation [9] and in [lo]. These Scott sentences are 
usually defined inductively from an analysis of the game (or the equivalent back and 
forth systems); the intermediate formulae of this induction serve to isolate the classes 
with respect to -i, indistinguishability of positions in up to i moves of the game. The 
resulting Scott sentence for ‘3 expresses the fact that - for the appropriate closure index 
i as in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 - -i is equal to the common refinement or limit of these 
indistinguishability relations and lists the descriptions of all types at level i that are 
realized in 2l. Its information content, therefore, is exactly that of the invariant Zk(Vl). In 
the usual syntactic induction, the resulting Scott sentence turns out to be of exponential 
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length in the closure index i; its quantifier rank is of the order of the closure index. 
The invariants indicate, however, how this description can be condensed very much. 
The Scott sentence for ‘$I with respect to Lk is logically equivalent with the complete 
Lk-theory of ‘?I, which is equivalent with any complete description of the invariant 
rk( %) regarded as interpreted within ‘8 itself. Let al, . . . , a, be an enumeration of those 
L2-types that occur over ‘B, enumerated in the ordering imposed by 4 , Let us extend 
the vocabulary - much in the spirit of Mortimer’s paper - by new binary predicates 
R1 , . . . , R, associated with the Cli. Then a complete L2-description of the invariant 
12(‘W = (A2/-, -%E, r,A,U’o)o~otp) 
can obviously be given in a sentence of the form 
VxV_vVRixy A VXVJ’/\ l(Rixy A Rjxy) A l\VxVy(Rixy + Bi(X, J’)) 
i i#j 
Al\\dxV’(Rixy * RTiyx) A A i.$RixX ++ 3yRjXy), 
i i E A,(i, j) E E 
where we have put: 
Bi := the atomic component of cl;, 
d:={iIl<i<~,ai~A}, 
E:= {(i,i’)) l~i,i’~s,(cri,ai,)~E}, 
T : i I+ Ti such that TcCi = ayi. 
This sentence is of quantifier rank 2 and of quadratic length in s = /I’(‘%)(. A 
closer look at the treatment in [25] shows that for this format Mortimer’s bound really 
becomes polynomial in s, as it should for our purposes. However, his proof of this 
bound does not yield a PTIME construction of a model. For decidability purposes, of 
course, the mere existence of a recursive bound is sufficient. There is a model if one 
can be found through exhaustive search up to this bound. It seems therefore that even 
for L2 the elaborate constructions described in the previous sections have some extra 
benefit. It should be noted, however, that our present constructions essentially depend 
on the availability of the complete L2-theory as input; they do not directly apply to 
the construction of models for arbitrary finitary sentences of L2. 
5.3. Outlook 
The main question obviously is whether similar techniques apply to k > 2. More 
broadly one may ask whether Ck or Lk admit PTIME canonization for arbitrary k. It is 
conceivable that PTIME fl Lw or PTIME fl Co are recursively enumerable - and for all we 
know this possibility need not rely on the stronger question whether there is a logic 
for PTIME as a whole. PTIME rl L” and PTIME n Cw are indeed very interesting fragments 
of PTIME at any rate. Their recursive enumerability is an important and natural open 
problem that promises to be more tractable than that of a logic for PTIME, since here we 
have for tools the games, the invariants abstracted from these and the comparatively 
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well-understood relation with natural fixed-point logics. The most obvious individual 
open problem raised by the present investigation is whether fixed-point logic with 
counting captures PTIME n C”. 
What is special about k = 2 in our approach? The notions of game tableaux, good 
extensions and realizations of game tableaux all generalize to k > 2 in an obvious way, 
with only some extra provisions for the more complex operation of the symmetric group 
Sk in place of the single non-trivial transformation T. The analogue of Proposition 4.1 
continues to hold, so that also in this case everything is reduced to the construction 
of PTIME realizations of the k-dimensional versions of game tableaux. In the two- 
dimensional case the crucial property that facilitated our constructions is the modularity 
that is expressed in Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. If we want to hold on to the concept of 
such modular ‘boxes’ then these acquire more complex internal structure for k > 2; in 
particular, these boxes no longer trivialize the reachability relation E. 
It is interesting that new results in [27, 291 indicate that actually the case of three 
variables is not just the next in line but rather settles the general case as far as the main 
issues discussed here are concerned. There is a reduction procedure that would allow 
to employ canonization procedures for L3 or C3 (and similarly inversion procedures for 
Z3 or I,?) in the capturing of PTIME~L” and PTIME~ C*‘, respectively. In particular the 
conclusions of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.1 may be obtained on the basis of the existence 
of PTIME inverses for Z3 or I& respectively. 
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